NEW GARDEN
MAINTENANCE
GUIDE
Enjoy a luscious garden with our simple month-by-month garden
TLC guide

Mactaggart
& Mickel

JANUARY
LAWN MAINTENANCE
• When weather conditions are
suitable, ensure that the soil is well
aerated by spiking it regularly with
a garden fork or use a solid tine
spiking machine.
• Keep the lawn surface free from
leaves, twigs and debris, as this will
keep your garden healthy.

HEDGING MAINTENANCE
• Rake out any fallen leaves from
beneath the hedge and remove any
weeds growing up from below.
• Use edging irons to trim the grass
next to your hedging.

TREE MAINTENANCE
• Rake out any fallen leaves from the
base of the tree and form a cleared
circle of earth around it about 1
metre in diameter.
• If your trees have been secured
with tree ties or stakes, inspect
these to check if they are loose.
• Re-firm any loose stakes and adjust any loose tree ties to maintain
a firm grip of the stem (but not too
tight.)

NOTE
Mushrooms can often appear
in a newly turfed lawn; these
will not cause any harm to the
lawn and will disappear when
it becomes more established.

FEBRUARY
LAWN MAINTENANCE
• Regularly clear the lawn surface of
leaves, twigs and debris, as this will
help maintain a healthy garden.
• If it’s not possible to mow the lawn
due to ground conditions, simply
brush the ground regularly (when
dry) as this will help remove debris.

HEDGING MAINTENANCE
• Regularly rake out any fallen
leaves from beneath the hedge and
remove any new weeds that might
have appeared.

TREE MAINTENANCE
• Regularly rake out any fallen
leaves from the base of the tree
and make sure the 1 metre diameter
circle around it is still clear.
• Inspect your tree ties and stakes
to see if they are loose, and re-firm
any loose stakes and tree ties to
maintain a firm grip of the stem
(but not too tight.)

MARCH
LAWN MAINTENANCE
• The days will be getting lighter
now, and it’s important to keep the
lawn surface free from leaves, twigs
and debris, to make sure your lawn
will be healthy for the Spring.
• If the ground conditions are still
too wintry to mow the lawn, simply
brush the ground regularly (when
dry) to remove debris.
• When signs of new growth
appears, cut back any long straggly
grass with a mower (with blades
lifted to a high setting) and collect
the grass clippings afterwards.
• Roll the grass surface with a light
to medium weight garden roller and
brush the surface to remove debris.
• Once there are frost-free periods
of weather, you should begin
mowing your lawn, ensuring that the
first cuts of the grass are no lower
than 40mm, and that you collect all
the grass clippings afterwards.

HEDGING MAINTENANCE
• Remember to still clear away
any fallen leaves and weeds from
beneath your hedge.
• If you intend to plant hedging
plants, ensure that you do this
after periods of frost and very wet
weather have passed.

TREE MAINTENANCE
• Continue to regularly rake out
any fallen leaves from the base of
the tree and maintain the cleared
1 metre diameter circle of earth
around it.
• Don’t forget to keep an eye on
your tree ties or stakes, and re-firm
any that have become loose (but
not too tight on the stems).

APRIL
LAWN MAINTENANCE

HEDGING MAINTENANCE

• You should mow your lawn during
frost free periods of weather, still
ensuring that the first cuts of the
grass are no lower than 40mm, and
that you collect all the grass
clippings afterwards.

• As the weather starts to get a little
milder, you might start thinking
about planting a few hedging
plants, but make sure you only do
this after periods of frost and very
wet weather have passed.

• The first few times you mow, leave
your lawn for two days afterwards
and then apply an organic spring /
summer fertiliser. If no rain falls
within three days of applying the
fertiliser, help it to soak into the
grass by by watering your lawn.

• Also remember to regularly rake
out any fallen leaves from beneath
the hedge and remove any weeds.

• If you spot any weeds growing in
your lawn, treat these with a
selective weedkiller (take care to
follow the manufacturer’s
instructions).
• Similarly if your lawn starts to grow
moss, you can apply Sulphate of
Iron to control this growth, and it will
also help to invigorate the grass and
improve its colour.

TREE MAINTENANCE
• Remember there may still be debris and fallen leaves collecting at
the base of the tree - make sure you
still keep a 1 metre diameter clear
circle around it.
• Regularly inspect your tree ties or
stakes, and re-firm any loose ones
if required (but not too tight on the
stems).

MAY
LAWN MAINTENANCE
• Once all periods of frost have
ended, continue mowing your lawn
regularly, and gradually lower the
mowing height and increase the
frequency of the cutting to a
minimum of once a week. Make
sure you collect all the grass
clippings afterwards.
• You should aim to cut the grass to
a height of between 25mm (1 inch)
and 40mm (1.3/4 inches) on a
regular basis, weather dependant.
• Scarify grass areas using a
powered hand scarifier and remove
any debris. Scarifying helps to
remove dead grass (thatch), dead
moss and other debris like grass
cuttings, and also helps to aerate
the soil, making it healthier, (almost)
weed free and longer lasting.

HEDGING MAINTENANCE
• If any areas of the grass start to
look sparse, spread a thin layer of
Turf top dressing (25mm deep over
bare areas), sow the area with grass
seed and roll the seed in. A rough
guide for the right amount of seed is
25 grams per square metre. If no
rain occurs after the new seeds
have been sown, water the area
gently with a fine hose attachment
or a watering can.

• Continue to remove any weeds
growing up from below the hedging
and add any new plants as desired,
to add some colour to your garden.

TREE MAINTENANCE
• Maintain the 1 metre diameter
cleared earth circle around the tree.
• Continue to care for your tree by
inspecting any tree ties or stakes to
check if they are loose. Re-firm any
loose stakes and adjust any loose
tree ties to maintain a firm grip of
the stem (but not too tight.)

JUNE
LAWN MAINTENANCE
By now your garden will be in full
bloom and thriving!
• Regularly cut the grass to between
25mm (1 inch) and 40mm (1.3/4
inches), weather dependant, a
minimum of once a week.
• If any periods of drought occur,
water the affected areas in the early
morning or evening periods, but be
sure to avoiding excessive watering
as this will encourage weed growth.
An indication of your lawn being
affected by drought is that the grass
will turn blue and then brown.
• If you spot any weeds growing
in your lawn, treat these with a
selective weedkiller and apply a
‘Weed and Feed’ treatment (take
care to follow the manufacturer’s
instructions).

HEDGING MAINTENANCE
• If any areas of the grass start to
look sparse, spread a thin layer of
top dressing (25mm deep over bare
areas), sow the area with grass seed
and roll the seed in. A rough guide
for the right amount of seed is 25
grams per square metre. If no rain
occurs after the new seeds have
been sown, water the area gently
with a fine hose attachment or a
watering can.

• You will hopefully by now be
spending lots more time in your
garden during fine weather, so
make sure it looks its best by
continuing to remove any weeds
growing under your hedge.

• Continue to remove all clippings
after each cut and where necessary
scarify the grass again and dispose
of any top debris.

• Your trees offer cool and shade
during the summer months, so
make sure you continue to care for
them by maintaining the 1 metre
cleared circle and maintaining any
tree ties or stakes as before, refirming any that have become loose.

TREE MAINTENANCE

JULY & AUGUST
LAWN MAINTENANCE
• Continue to regularly cut the grass,
as per June, a minimum of once a
week. Mowing in alternate directions
from time to time will help to aerate
the grass, and make sure you collect
all the clippings each time.
• Periods of drought may be even
more likely to occur during this time;
if they do, water the affected areas
in the early morning or evening
periods, but still be sure to avoiding
excessive watering. Remember,
an indication of your lawn being
affected by drought is that the grass
will turn blue and then brown.
• Improve any compacted areas of
ground with a light spiking and
water if required to aid the grass
growth.

HEDGING MAINTENANCE
• Continue to remove any weeds
growing up from below the hedging
and add in any plants as required.
• You may now start to lightly prune
your hedge, starting to shape it into
a straight sided and topped form ideally 90cm to 1m high.
• Apply a mulch feed to the base of
the hedging using a topsoil or slow
release fertiliser mix, 35mm thick.

TREE MAINTENANCE
• Maintain the 1 metre diameter
cleared earth circle around the tree.
• Continue to inspect any tree ties
or stakes to check if they are loose.
Re-firm any loose stakes and adjust
any loose tree ties to maintain a firm
grip of the stem (but not too tight.)

SEPTEMBER
LAWN MAINTENANCE
• Continue to regularly cut the grass
to the same height that you have
been cutting during the summer
months, but gradually reduce the
frequency of mowing. Increase the
cut height gradually to about 40 to
50mm high.
• Where areas are compacted, use a
hollow tine; a heavy duty aerator
which removes plugs of the earth
and revives heavily worn areas.
Then spread a top dressing of Lawn
Sand, in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations.
• Brush the lawn sand into the tined
areas and spread evenly over grass
areas. Then sow the area with grass
seed, roll the seed in, and water the
grass also if required. A rough guide
for the right amount of seed is 25
grams per square metre.
• At the end of September, give the
lawn a final mow for the year.

HEDGING MAINTENANCE
• Continue to remove any weeds
growing up from below the hedging
and add in any plants as required.

TREE MAINTENANCE
• Keep maintaining the 1 metre
diameter cleared earth circle
around the tree.
• Tree ties and stakes still need
regular attention during the autumn
months, so make sure to check
them regularly and re-firm any that
are loose.

OCTOBER
LAWN MAINTENANCE
• Apply a solution of Sulphate of Iron
to enhance the appearance of the
grass and to “harden it off” to
prepare for the winter.
• Fallen leaves and debris will be
particularly significant during this
time, so make sure you clear these
regularly to maintain a healthy lawn
and avoid disease.
• Apply an autumn / winter organic
fertiliser (in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions) to the
grass areas.

HEDGING MAINTENANCE
• Continue to remove any weeds
growing up from below the hedging
and add in any plants as required.
• Continue to lightly prune your
hedge, shaping it into a straight
sided and topped form - ideally
90cm to 1m high.

TREE MAINTENANCE
• Maintain the 1 metre diameter
cleared earth circle around the tree.
• Continue to inspect any tree ties
or stakes to check if they are loose.
Re-firm any loose stakes and adjust
any loose tree ties to maintain a firm
grip of the stem (but not too tight.)

NOVEMBER & DECEMBER
LAWN MAINTENANCE
• Regularly clear any fallen leaves
and debris from the lawn.
• Remember to keep off the turf
during wet and frosty weather as it
may otherwise become damaged.

HEDGING MAINTENANCE
• Continue to remove any weeds
growing up from below the hedging
and add in any plants as required.

TREE MAINTENANCE
• Maintain the 1 metre diameter
cleared earth circle around the tree.
• Continue to inspect any tree ties
or stakes to check if they are loose.
Re-firm any loose stakes and adjust
any loose tree ties to maintain a firm
grip of the stem (but not too tight.)

